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A30 Honiton to Devonshire Inn

1 Introduction
1.1.1

A one-day Value Management Workshop (VM2A) for the A30 Honiton to Devonshire
Inn improvement scheme will be held on Wednesday 8th June, 2016 with
representatives from Devon County Council, WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, The
Blackdown Hills AONB Partnership, Environment Agency, Natural England, Historic
England, East Devon District Council and Highways England.

1.1.2

The purpose of this handbook is to provide information on the scheme development
and the work undertaken since the VM1 workshop, held in March 2016; and to
explain the structure which the workshop will follow. The VM methodology will be
explained during the workshop and a detailed description of the scheme will be
included in the Option Update phase (see workshop agenda at section 4.1).

1.1.3

The workshop will be held at WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff’s Exeter Office. The
address is: The Forum, Barnfield Road, Exeter, EX1 1QR. The workshop
commences at 1pm on 8th June, 2016 and in order to achieve a prompt start
attendees should arrive between 12.00 and 12.30pm for a light lunch.

2 The Scheme
2.1 Background
2.1.1

In January 2012, Devon and Somerset County Councils had commissioned a study
aimed at identifying a programme of improvement schemes for the ‘unimproved’
sections of the A30/A303. This work culminated in the submission of a draft Business
Case to consultants preparing the Feasibility Study for improvement of the A30/A303
corridor. In parallel with the Feasibility Study, Devon CC (supported by Somerset
CC) undertook to look at the section of A30/A303 between Honiton and Broadway.
The outcome of this study work, which identified prioritised potential improvements,
was issued to Highways England in August 2014 for inclusion in the Strategic Outline
Business Case for the whole A30/A358/A303 corridor.

2.1.2

The Autumn Statement 2014, alongside the Road Investment Strategy (RIS) which
was launched in December 2014, outlines the investment in the Strategic Road
Network between 2015/16 – 2020/21 and proposes investing £15.2bn in over 100
major schemes. As well as committing to spending £2bn on three major
A30/A303/A358 dualling improvements at Amesbury to Berwick Down, Sparkford to
Ilchester and Taunton to Southfields, the document also commits to setting aside
funding for ‘smaller scale improvements’ to the A30/A303 between Honiton and
Southfields, ‘to improve safety and journey quality for road users recognising that
large scale improvements would be challenging given the protected landscape and
topography surrounding the route. This includes some small-scale work in the
Blackdown Hills AONB which will take account of the environmental sensitivity of the
area’.

2.1.3

Whilst the outcome of the SOBC submission was being considered, Devon CC had
commissioned further supplementary work on the Honiton – Broadway route. In
February 2015, options were presented to the Roads Minister and a decision taken
to progress the section of A30 between Honiton and Devonshire Inn.

2.1.4

Since then, work has been ongoing to collect and assimilate data and to develop
options. These options were explained at VM1, at which recommendations for further
development of options were agreed. A decision on the options to be presented at
Public Consultation will be confirmed in July 2016.
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2.2 Scheme Location
2.2.1

The scheme is located in Devon on the A30 trunk road north-east of Honiton. It lies
within the Blackdown Hills AONB, starting at the eastern end of the Honiton bypass
and ending just north of the Devonshire Inn A30/A303 junction, illustrated in Figure
2.2.

Figure 2.2: Scheme Study Area

3 The Workshop
3.1 Value Management
3.1.1

The programme for the A30 Honiton to Devonshire Inn improvement scheme has
been developed to allow an Outline Business Case and preferred option to be
submitted to the DfT in December 2016. A three stage VM process is being
undertaken comprising:
1.

VM1: held in March 2016;

2.

VM2A: to be held in June 2016;

3.

VM2B: to be held in November 2016.

3.2 VM1
3.2.1

A VM workshop for Stage 1 was held on 2nd March, 2016. It provided information on
several initial options and explored ways in which the value of the scheme could be
improved.

3.2.2

Initial development work involved the collection and assimilation of data to develop
initial options. The scheme length was divided into 4 links and a number of options
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for each were examined: the proposed locations being developed at Design Team
Workshops and based upon suggested alignments from the Environmental team.
These options comprised on-line sections and off-line sections.
3.2.3

A preliminary link option assessment was undertaken by all disciplines to identify the
impacts of each link, to record conclusions and to capture opportunities for
compensation. Each option was allocated a high, medium and low risk to determine
any ‘No Go’ link options. The results were presented to the Key Stakeholders at the
VM1 Workshop.

3.2.4

Conclusions from the VM1 workshop were as follows:
 The Scheme objectives to be modified to include a statement that the
scheme seeks to complement the A303 and A358 route strategy being
implemented by Highways England (see 3.3 below);
 The Client Scheme Requirements do not require modification (except to
update the Objectives) (see 3.3 below);
 Both the North and South options for Link 1 are to be developed to an
appropriate level of detail for the Stage 2 Assessment given sensitivity of
impact on property;
 The Link 2 South option is the preferred option as the North option impacts
are sufficient to discard this option;
 The Link 3 On-line option is to be further assessed to demonstrate beyond
doubt the engineering, landscape and ecological concerns;
 The Link 3 Offline 1 and 2 options to be further developed to determine a
preferred line (the ‘hybrid’ option) and then to an appropriate level of detail
for the Stage 2 Assessment;
 Link 4 to be developed to an appropriate level of detail for the Stage 2
Assessment and lighting at the roundabout to be addressed;
 Links 1, 2 and 3 (Viney) to be developed to an appropriate level of detail for
the Stage 2 Assessment;
 Further work to be undertaken to set out the strategy and standards for the
Link 3 Split Carriageway option to understand deliverability and to compare
with Link 3 Offline preferred line;
 Potential environmental impacts and proposed mitigation measures to be
explored as part of the design development;
 In assessing options a sequential test will need to be made, to establish
which option best avoids or has least flood risk;
 No action required to link to the A35; and
 Opportunities for compensation and enhancement tabulated.

3.2.5

The ideas and other outcomes recorded at VM1 are included in a report of VM1,
which has been circulated to those stakeholders present at VM1 and which will be
discussed during VM2A.

3.3 VM2A
3.3.1

The VM2A workshop is being held prior to the Public Consultation period. The
purpose of VM2A is to report to Key Stakeholders on the outcomes of VM1; to
explain the further work undertaken including presenting an update on the option
assessment; and to provide opportunity for input and feedback prior to a decision on
options to be presented at Public Consultation. A full list of the Objectives for VM2A
is listed below:
 To agree that the VM1 Report recognises the outcome of the VM1
workshop.
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To present work on the on-line option to demonstrate beyond doubt that the
engineering, landscape and ecological concerns are such that this option
can be discarded, as was assumed at VM1.
To present the results of the preliminary environmental assessment of the
Link 3 Split carriageway option to understand deliverability and to compare
with Link 3 Offline;
To present the work undertaken to develop the routes to an appropriate
level of detail for the Stage 2 Assessment, including fixing alignments and
environmental design;
To present work on the junction options at Devonshire Inn in respect of
street lighting provision.
To understand that ideas generated in VM1 have been addressed.
To confirm the updated Scheme Objectives; and
To confirm support for options to be taken forward to Public Consultation.

4 Work Undertaken
4.1 VM1 Actions
4.1.1

The further explanation of the engineering issues for the Link 3 Online and the Link 3
Split carriageway options is described below. The options will be described in detail
at the VM2A workshop.
Online Option Engineering Issues

4.1.2

The design of the online option aims to limit the impact of earthworks on the
woodland on Rawridge Hill by:
 widening to the south side of the existing road; and
 constructing a soil nailed reinforced slope, 3.5 - 8m high between Ch 4900
and Ch 6150.

4.1.3

The online option would include the following work to the existing road:
 reconstructing the existing road from Ch 4000 to Ch 6350;
 removal of trees from the northern verge; and
 strengthening the existing earthworks where slope stabilisation is needed.

4.1.4

Between Ch 4000 and Ch 6150, construction would entail major works in a narrow
working corridor extending 25-30m onto the hillside above the existing road. This
would be followed by work to reconstruct the existing road and strengthen the
existing embankment. The need to accommodate phased construction on Rawridge
Hill is likely to require an extended construction programme.

4.1.5

A 30mph speed restriction would be imposed on traffic using the existing road for
approximately one year while the work took place. There would be several road
closures needed during the work. A 2-4 week closure would be needed for felling
large trees beside the road and for subsequent installation of a temporary drain and
barrier alongside the existing road. These necessary closures would require
extensive diversions to be established for both long distance and local traffic.

4.1.6

Shorter duration, one or two day and overnight closures and single way working
under temporary traffic signals would be used for some activities to provide safe
working clearances. These restrictions could be limited in extent and timed to occur
at times of low traffic volumes.

4.1.7

Ground conditions reported by earlier studies in this area indicate that significant
geotechnical measures are likely to be required between Ch 4400 and Ch 5000 to
provide long term stability for both the existing road and new construction. It is
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anticipated that these works would include installation of permanent piles in affected
areas, built from a platform within the site. Stabilisation could also entail associated
temporary works, such as dewatering and drainage during excavation. Whilst these
measures appear to be feasible within the working space assumed to be available,
the design is only indicative given the available geotechnical information. Therefore,
there is a risk that the design could develop to involve construction activities
requiring other long duration road closures and more extensive measures.
4.1.8

These measures are summarised in the Supplementary Summary Tables contained
in Appendix A.

4.1.9

It is proposed that the Workshop agrees that this option is discarded due to:
 The permanent and temporary impact on the woodland affecting the
landscape within the AONB as well as potential impact on views from
Dumpdon Hill;
 Extensive disruption to traffic during construction including closures to the
existing road;
 Risks associated with consequences of geotechnical stabilisation work
within a constrained site whilst maintaining traffic on the A30.
Split carriageway option

4.1.1

The purpose of the split carriageway option is to avoid impact on the woodland on
Rawridge Hill, by aligning the westbound carriageway offline and using the existing
carriageway for the eastbound carriageway. The standard selected for assessment is
60mph dual carriageway.

4.1.2

Work required to improve the existing carriageway to the standards appropriate for a
60mph two lane carriageway include:
 widening the existing road to two lanes plus hardstrips (9.3m overall);
 verge widening to provide visibility for a 60mph design speed;
 constructing a reinforced slope between Ch 4900 and Ch 6150, up to 4m
high.
 reconstructing the existing road from Ch 4000 to Ch 6350;
 removal of trees from the northern verge; and
 strengthening the existing earthworks where slope stabilisation is needed.

4.1.3

Although the carriageway would be narrower than the Online option and over much
of its length the earthworks slope into the hillside would be less than 2.5m high, the
option would require clearance of approximately 15-20m of woodland on the hillside
above the existing road.

4.1.4

The offline carriageway would be constructed first and then traffic diverted onto it,
simplifying the work on the existing A30, compared to the online option. However,
the work on the existing road would take several months and the phasing would
result in a longer construction programme than the offline options.

4.1.5

These measures and updated environmental assessments are summarised in the
Supplementary Summary Tables contained in Appendix A.

4.1.6

It is proposed that the Workshop agrees that this option is discarded due to:
 Scale of work required to the existing road and the resulting impact on the
woodland together with the work necessary for the offline (westbound
carriageway) means it does not fulfil its purpose;
 Length of construction programme and consequent increase in cost.
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Scheme Objectives
4.1.7

The scheme objectives presented at VM1 were agreed, except that objectives were
to be modified to include a statement that the scheme seeks to complement the
A303 and A358 route strategy being implemented by Highways England. The
Objectives are revised as follows (revised text shown in italics):
 Encourage economic growth in the South West peninsula and particularly
the large scale planned development on the A30 East of Exeter;
 Improve journey speed and reliability;
 Increase the resilience of the strategic road network whilst recognising
that RIS1 announced the intention to upgrade the A303 between the
M3 and the A358 to dual carriageway standard, together with creating
a dual carriageway link from M5 at Taunton to the A303;
 Improve safety along the A30 for road users and road operators;
 Minimise adverse environmental impacts through good exemplary
approaches to design and mitigation and adoption of sustainable and
innovative solutions; and
 Ensure that unavoidable impacts on the character and special qualities of
the Blackdown Hills AONB are offset through a significant programme of
compensatory measures and the inclusion of opportunities for
environmental enhancement in line with AONB Management Plan
objectives.
Client Scheme Requirements

4.1.8

The Client Scheme Requirements were established following initial study works that
lead to the submission of the draft Business Case in August 2014. These
requirements are:
 The improvement shall be Wide Single Carriageway standard (2+1),
potentially part off-line and part on-line;
 Junction standards will be at-grade; and
 Access to minor roads will either, be maintained or, where possible will use
the local connector roads to minimise junctions directly with the trunk road.

4.1.9

There was no challenge to the Client Scheme Requirements at the VM1 workshop.

4.2 Further Development of Options
4.2.1

Following VM1, two route alignments were selected for further development and
Stage 2 assessment including the identification of avoidance, mitigation,
compensation and enhancement measures. The key mitigation strategies used in the
development of scheme proposals for Stage 2 assessment are listed in Appendix B
and the magnitude of the impacts and significance of effects have been considered
and summarised in Tables in Appendix C. Current proposed compensatory and
enhancement measures are listed in Appendix D. The routes and associated
mitigation and compensation measures will be described in detail at the VM2A
workshop.

4.2.2

The route options are noted as:
 ‘Hybrid’, ie two options for Link 1 (North and South) Link 2 south of
Monkton and the optimisation of Link 3 offline options.
 ‘Viney’

4.2.3

In addition to the environmental assessment work and development of outline
proposals for mitigation measures, work has also progressed on: Traffic forecasts;
Junction and side road layouts; and Scheme cost estimates.
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4.3 Future VM Workshops
4.3.1

A VM2B workshop will be held in November, 2016, following the public consultation
to brief Stakeholders on the outcome of the Public Consultation. The need for and
requirements of this workshop depend upon what emerges from consultation. The
purpose of this workshop is:
 To verify that project objectives remain valid;
 To present any options or variants developed since the VM2A workshop;
 To obtain consensus on a preferred option;
 To confirm that an Outline Business Case will be presented to DfT for entry
into RIS2; and
 To identify any key issues in need of further investigation.

5 Workshop Logistics
5.1 Workshop Agenda
5.1.1

The agenda for the workshop is as follows:

1.00 – 1.15
Introduction




1.15 – 1.45 Update
on scheme









1.45 – 2.00 Option
development



2.00 – 4.30
Option Update and
Feedback









4.30 – 5.00 Summary
and Actions




Introductions
Brief recap of purpose of Value
Management and this workshop
Context
Outline programme
Proposals for Public Consultation
Feedback from attendees on above.
Consideration of VM1 Report
Overview of work since VM1
Description of option development
(including cross sections) and assessments
undertaken
Treatment of mitigation and enhancement
measures
Constraints mapping update
Consideration of cumulative effects
Feedback from attendees on above
Update on Online option
Update on Split carriageway option
Presentation of main options development
since VM1, including junction options
Feedback from attendees on above,
including:
Incorporation of ideas at VM1
Beneficial mitigation measures
Other added value opportunities
Cost saving opportunities
Confirmation of Objectives
Options for Consultation
Recap on feedback and actions generated
Outputs from the workshop

Lead
Dave Black
Jim Elsdale
Mike Smith

Mike
Smith/Peter
Chamberlain

Mike
Smith/Peter
Chamberlain

Jim Elsdale

Table 4.1: Workshop Agenda
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5.2 The Participants
5.2.1

Table 4.2 below shows the VM Workshop participants. Selection of participants was
made on the basis of their knowledge and experience relevant to the context of the
A30 Honiton to Devonshire Inn improvement scheme. Attendees are asked to
commit their time and attention to the workshop and to participate in an open and
constructive manner, so that the workshop is successful. It is important that:
- Everybody contributes fully without regard to political and seniority barriers; and
- An appropriate level of detail is maintained to suit the stage of the scheme and the
nature of the ideas.

Name

Position

Organisation

David Black

Head of Planning, Transportation
and Environment

Devon County Council

Linda Bennett

AONB Manager

Blackdown Hills AONB
Partnership

Lisa Turner

Planning Officer

Blackdown Hills AONB
Partnership

Nigel Dyson

Highways England

Highways England

Paul Garrod

Highways England

Highways England

Steve Moore

FCRM Advisor ( Development and
Flood Risk )

Environment Agency

Phil McMahon

Historic England

Steven Panks

Natural England

Sarah Foque

Landscape Architect

East Devon District Council

John Smith

Environmental Health

East Devon District Council

Peter Chamberlain

Environmental - Environmental
Coordinator

Devon County Council

Doe Fitzsimmons

Environmental - Assistant
Environmental Coordinator

Devon County Council

Mike Smith

Project Manager

WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff

Rachel Walker

Assistant Project Manager

Devon County Council

Melanie Croll

Environmental - Landscape

Devon County Council

Sarah Jennings

Environmental - Nature

Devon County Council
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Conservation
Steve Reed

Environmental - Cultural heritage

Devon County Council

Jessica Bott

Environmental - Road Drainage
and the Water Environment

Devon County Council

Matt Waring

Noise & Vibration

Devon County Council

Hannah Clark

Traffic and Economics

Devon County Council

Jim Elsdale

Facilitator

WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff

Tom White

Workshop Recorder

WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff

Table 4.2: VM Participants

5.3 The Facilitator
5.3.1

Jim Elsdale will lead and facilitate the workshop with the aim of supporting all
participants to bring their knowledge and experience into value improvements for the
scheme; and to guide participants in conceiving and evaluating ideas. Tom White will
assist in recording and evaluating ideas. Jim works for WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff
and has facilitated a number of Value and Risk workshops for major road
improvement schemes including the Stage 1 workshop. He is acting in a capacity
that is independent from the project team. He has 30 years’ experience in highway
design and construction, including a number of projects in Cornwall and the South
West.
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Appendix A: Supplementary Summary Tables for Link 3 Online and Split Options
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Appendix B: Key Mitigation Strategies
Key mitigation strategies used in the development of scheme proposals for Stage 2
assessment are listed below:
Ecology
 Designated sites and priority habitats have been avoided through the route
selection process, where possible. For example, given the number of hedges
in the area, it has not been possible to avoid them all but route selection has
aimed to minimise ecological impacts. It is expected that pollution prevention
measures will be undertaken during construction, including dust suppression
to avoid aerial and water pollution impacts on sites or habitats;
 Species-rich hedges will be planted alongside new carriageways. This will act
as mitigation for hedge loss throughout the scheme and reconnect hedges on
each side of the road for wildlife to use as a coherent network, although there
will remain severance of hedges either side of the road. Devon hedges/banks
will be created where appropriate, i.e., a hedge planted on an earth bank;
 Areas of deciduous woodland will be planted along the scheme to provide
replacement woodland habitat for that lost directly and indirectly by severance
of hedgerows, i.e., preventing/obstructing species, such as bats and dormice
from reaching woodland on the other side of the road that may provide
important foraging areas or be necessary to maintain local populations. This
includes planting embankments and cuttings and severed fields that are no
longer likely to be agriculturally viable throughout the scheme;
 Where woodland is not planted on scheme cuttings/ embankments, plots will
be seeded and managed as unimproved grassland;
 Hedges- replacement hedges;
 Mature Trees- woodland/tree planting;
 Bats- replacement hedges and woodland and under-road crossings. Mitigation
will be provided for the loss of PRFs, likely in the form of bat boxes. Diameter
of new culverts under the road maximised to encourage safe passage of bats
under the road, in particular high risk species such as greater and lesser
horseshoe bats;
 Lighting of the road will be avoided unless required for safety standards, e.g.,
at junctions and roundabouts;
 Dormouse-replacement hedges and woodland and under-road crossings;
 Badgers- badger underpasses and replacement setts if necessary;
 Invasive plants- mitigation can be undertaken to avoid the spread of invasive
plants.
Cultural heritage- As per landscape mitigation strategies through planting and
screening strategies.
Landscape
Landscape- Hybrid
Widening to the North between Honiton and Monkton
 Compensatory hedgerow and standard tree planting to reinstate road side
enclosure by the mid‐term;
 Replacement hedges to be set at the back of verge at or above road level to
maximize concealment of traffic;
 Enhancements to the roadside boundary hedge treatment on the SE side of
the road in combination with improved acoustic screening features in a
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manner that seeks to enhance this gateway approach into the Blackdown Hills
AONB;
 Use of existing vegetation or new hedge planting to conceal some acoustic
fences and integration of acoustic fencing into reconstructed garden
boundaries as far as possible rather than as free standing elements in the
highway verge;
 Retention of the larger existing layby and views to Dumpton Hill;
 New planting associated with areas of compensatory lowered floodplain areas
and on banks down from the road which should not be steeper than 1 in 3
gradients and preferably should be shallower, to maintain agricultural land
uses and improve the establishment of any new vegetation.
Monkton bypass to the South
 Additional and strengthened woodland copses on the valley side and a
maintained pattern of roadside grass verges and Devon hedgerows;
 An additional pattern of woodland copses and hedges that is diverse,
reinforces and blends into the existing landscape and avoids directing
attention to the new road corridor as part of a mosaic of landcover types;
 Replacement hedges to be set at the back of verge at or above road level to
maximize concealment of traffic;
 Further consideration of the use of Devon hedge banks to reduce the extent of
earthworks and in the creation of false cuttings ;
 Post and wire fences, concealed by new hedge lines, wherever possible
(unless alongside woodland), on valley sides;
 Retention of some longer views out;
 1 in 5 max grading to return land to arable agriculture alongside the widened
road corridor, where space permits and existing vegetation loss can be limited;
 Utilisation of under passes with cuttings, combined with hedges to conceal
sections of the main route and side roads;
 Off line SUDS ponds.
Monkton to Cookmoor
 The creation of further woodland copses and the protection and utilisation of
existing vegetation cover and pattern, for visual assimilation;
 An additional pattern of woodland copses and compensatory hedgerows that
is diverse, reinforces and blends into the existing landscape and avoids
directing attention to the new road corridor;
 Replacement hedges to be set at the back of verge at or above road level to
maximize concealment of traffic;
 Taking advantage of a more discreet opportunity to ascend the scarp onto the
plateau in a new cutting, in an open area on the margin of an existing scarp
woodland edge and where distinctive woodland cover could be extended on
the scarp;
 In conjunction with the road there are opportunities for some SUDS ponds on
the lower valley slopes.
Between Cooksmoore and Devonshire Inn
 Hedgerow loss and visual effects can be compensated for with new hedgerow
and occasional standard tree planting by the mid‐term;
 Replacement hedges to be set at the back of verge at or above road level to
maximize concealment of traffic;
 Visual impact has been limited by a new road alignment which is set as
closely as possible to the existing A30;
 Retention of longer views over short cut hedges
 Roundabout junction near the Devonshire Inn
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Hedgerow loss and visual effects of the road can be partly compensated for
with new hedgerow and occasional standard tree planting by the mid‐term;
 Hedge to be planted with a wide grass verge between the existing road route
to be utilised for a side road and the proposed new road, to reduce the scale
of the changes;
 Replacement hedges to be set at the back of verge at or above road level;
 A wooded setting would be created to the roundabout by the midterm;
 View to distinctive and positive stone buildings of the Devonshire Inn
maintained;
 Lighting associated with roundabout to be to ILE best practice in limiting
potential for light pollution. Sign lighting to also follow best practice.

Landscape- Alternative between Honiton and Monkton- Widening to the South
 Existing northern hedge conserved and its screening functions conserved;
 New woodland copses to restore sites where buildings demolished;
 In consultation with residents/occupiers landscape planting and boundary
enhancement/mitigation measures on plot frontages and boundaries including
the Little Chef Site, as part of any car park reconfiguration;
 Use of existing vegetation or new hedge planting to conceal some acoustic
fences and integration of acoustic fencing into reconstructed garden
boundaries as far as possible rather than as free standing elements in the
highway verge.

Landcsape- Viney Option
 The repair and strengthening of the existing landscape pattern with new
roadside planting including woodland copses on the valley side;
 Roadside hedges to be planted at the back of verges at or above road level to
maximise their visual containment effect;
 1 in 5 grading to return land to agriculture alongside the widened road corridor,
where space permits and existing vegetation loss can be limited;
 Retention of some longer views out;
 The extension of woodland on the scarp slope and a sensitively orientated
cutting slope to reduce the effects of the road as it ascends onto the plateau,
near Honiton;
 The route is mitigated in front of Westwood Farm, on the plateaux, by setting
its alignment back from the edge of the scarp;
 On the plateau the route has been set closer to the back of the scarp
woodland to maintain larger field sizes and to integrate roadside planting with
an extended woodland edge more effectively;
 Utilisation of under passes with cuttings, combined with hedges to conceal
side roads and to reinstate a hedge bank character on these routes;
 Distinctive Devon hedge banks incorporating Beech and enclosing some
narrow linear spinneys are proposed to reinstate new edges to fields, to
provide visual containment alongside the road and to provide a buffer
alongside Westwood Farm.
Section between Cooksmoore and Devonshire Inn:
 Hedgerow loss and visual effects can be compensated for with new hedgerow
and occasional standard tree planting by the mid‐term;
 Replacement hedges to be set at the back of verge at or above road level to
maximize concealment of traffic;
 Visual impact has been limited by a new road alignment which is set as
closely as possible to the existing A30;
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 Retention of longer views over short cut hedges.

Alternative junction at the Devonshire Inn:
 Hedgerow loss and visual effects can be partly compensated for with new
hedgerow and occasional standard tree planting by the mid‐term;
 Hedge to be planted with a wide grass verge between the existing road route
to be utilised for a side road and the proposed new road, to reduce the scale
of the changes;
 Replacement hedges to be set at the back of verge at or above road level;
 Woodland loss to be compensated for;
 View to distinctive and positive stone buildings of the Devonshire Inn
maintained;
 Existing stone wall to be reinstated;
 New lighting to be minimised and to be to best practice in limiting potential for
light pollution. Sign lighting to also follow ILE best practice.
Further/additional mitigation or compensatory measures which might further reduce
the levels of effect predicted for both options:
 Confirmation that hedge banks can be incorporated at road level at the top of
embankments;
 Woodland being achieved where shown, in some form, despite the indicated
attenuation pond balancing area provision which currently overlay some of
these areas;
 Woodland on embankments extended onto upper slope locations;
 The extent of woodland on the plateau adjusted to retain some positive views
out;
 The annotation for ‘double hedges’ to be refined to ‘broader hedges with
standard trees’ which would deliver improved green infrastructure connectivity
benefits;
 Some further regrading of embankment slopes at 1 in 5 or better, in additional
locations, to return land to agriculture and improve appearance.
Water Environment
Hydrology
 Upsizing of culverts at watercourse crossings.
 Energy dissipation measures at culvert outfalls to avoid scouring of land
downstream of culverts to be upsized.
 It is considered that compensation storage would be required, to mitigate
for works in the floodplain (the Hybrid Option encroaches to Flood Zone 3).
Hydrogeology
 Implementation of a baseline monitoring plan and specifically monitoring of
selected groundwater sources (private water supplies) and individual site
risk assessments will guide mitigation measures. The default minimum 50
m SPZ1 zone around private may need to be reassessed subsequent to
site specific assessment. Mitigation measures may include:
 Provision of alternate supply (e.g. mains or new groundwater source) both
during construction and operation
 Relocation or lining of proposed drainage
 Construction phase controls (e.g. pollution prevention).
People & Communities
 Construction phase- Restrictions on hours of working, damping dust etc.
 Wider pavements/ cycle lane
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Brown signage from new junctions to businesses in Monkton
Improve parking options
Provision of community car parking to facilitate use of Village Hall
Acquisition of land from commercial properties in Monkton which are currently
accessed from the existing A30
Underpasses to facilitate access
Improvements to surface and road infrastructure for non vehicle users
(walkers/ equestrian)
Re- routing of footpath.
New access points improvements for non vehicle users?
Compensation to landowners to mitigate the impact on their businesses
Some of the parcels will be able to return to agricultural use at the end of the
scheme. Land swaps may be possible with neighbouring landowners to
mitigate the total lost to agriculture.
Compensation for land lost, part one claims after the scheme has been built
will deal with any disturbance, dust etc as a result of the construction phase.
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Appendix C: Environment Assessment Summary Conclusions: A summary of the magnitude of the impacts and significance of effects have been considered and summarised in Table below for each route option:

Environmental
Aspects
Air Quality

Noise
Vibration

&

Hybrid Option addressing:
Link 1 North and South;
Links 2, 3 and 4; and
Roundabout and ‘T’ junctions at Devonshire Inn
Description of Significant Effects

Viney Option addressing:
Viney route; and
Roundabout and ‘T’ junctions at Devonshire Inn

Air Quality Baseline
Existing air quality along the A30 between Honiton and Devonshire Inn is largely good with exceptions at Monkton
Village centre and one other location, where NO2 monitoring results have returned concentrations close to the
national objective of 40 micrograms per cubic as an annual average.
Human Receptors
Changes in air quality as a result of the scheme are largely imperceptible at most receptor locations. There are
significant improvements in air quality at Monkton Village centre and one other location. Reductions in NO2
concentrations are predicted at both receptor locations.
Increases in NO2 concentrations are predicted at a number of receptor locations, where the route would result in
traffic moving closer to residential receptors. It is predicted that none of these locations will experience an
exceedance of any of the air quality objectives as a result of the scheme. Air quality improvements to human
receptors outweigh any worsening at limited receptor locations.
Confirmation is required that there is no discernible difference between Link 1 North and Link 1 South
Confirmation is required that there is no discernible difference between the junction options at Devonshire Inn
Sensitive Habitat Receptors
Significant improvements in air quality at areas of Ancient Woodland at the northern end of the scheme are
predicted. This is due to traffic emission of NOx moving further away from Ancient Woodland resulting in the
woodland receiving lower contributions NOx from traffic emissions.
For Link 1 North property boundary treatments, road surface finishes and the realignment of the road centre line
would all work to improve the first Noise Important Area. The mitigation measures are predicted to provide a Minor
Improvement for the properties in this area.
For Link 1 South realignment of the road to the south-east of the existing road requires the demolition of two
properties and the partial demolition of a business. The demolition works remove the highlighted Noise Important
Areas in this location. Remaining businesses and properties in this area require additional noise mitigation. Any
mitigation will need detailed design to ensure that entrances do not provide a breach in any mitigating feature. It is
predicted that these areas would show as a Negligible to Minor Impact.
The road diversion away from the centre of Monkton is predicted to have a Moderate to Major Improvement
along the existing route in the village, specifically at the Noise Improvement Area located in the village centre.
Whilst no additional mitigation is planned along the existing road, road surface treatments are expected to provide
additional benefits to properties around this area. The route of the proposed link to the south-east of Monkton will
have a Negligible Impact on Monkton due to the mitigation features (hedge banks).

Air Quality Baseline
Existing air quality along the A30 between Honiton and Devonshire Inn is largely good with exceptions at Monkton
Village centre and one other location, where NO2 monitoring results have returned concentrations close to the
national objective of 40 micrograms per cubic as an annual average.
Human Receptors
Changes in air quality as a result of the scheme are largely imperceptible at most receptor locations. There are
significant improvements in air quality at Monkton Village centre and one other location. Reductions in NO2
concentrations are predicted at both receptor locations.
Increases in NO2 concentrations are predicted at a number of receptor locations, where the route would result in
traffic moving closer to residential receptors. It is predicted that none of these locations will experience an
exceedance of any of the air quality objectives as a result of the scheme. Air quality improvements to human
receptors outweigh any worsening at limited receptor locations.
Confirmation is required that there is no discernible difference between the junction options at Devonshire Inn

The alignment of the route would take traffic closer to several properties. These properties would benefit from some
mitigating features along the alignment but it is anticipated that there may still be a Minor Impact at some of these
receptors.
Mitigation features around Stockland Hill junction would offset the additional impact from increases in traffic flows
and the realignment of the road to the north-west. A Negligible to Minor Impact is predicted at this location.
Landscape mitigation design would provide a level of mitigation at Devonshire Inn resulting in Negligible to Nochange for properties around the A30/A303 junction. The alternative ‘T’ junction arrangement is predicted to have
a slightly higher impact on nearby properties than the roundabout arrangement. The area around the junction has
been highlighted to have Hedge banks and planting to enable some mitigation of noise impact and other
environmental concerns. With the current mitigation shown it is predicted that there will be a Negligible to Minor
Impact due to this junction arrangement

The assessment of the route option does not show any impacts that would identify the option as
unacceptable.

Description of Significant Effects

Sensitive Habitat Receptors
Significant improvements in air quality at areas of Ancient Woodland at the northern end of the scheme are
predicted. This is due to traffic emission of NOx moving further away from Ancient Woodland resulting in the
woodland receiving lower contributions NOx from traffic emissions.
Realignment of the carriageway would provide a Moderate to Major Improvement for businesses and properties
along the route. One property is predicted to have a Minor to Moderate Improvement. The new road alignment
would have hedgebanks between the road and these properties, would minimise impacts from the new alignment
to a Negligible to Minor Impact along south-east façade. Combined impacts would suggest a Minor to Moderate
Improvement at these locations.

The diversion of traffic away from the centre of Monkton is predicted to have a Moderate to Major Improvement
for properties along the existing route in the village, specifically at the Noise Improvement Area located in the
village centre. Whilst no additional mitigation is planned along the existing road, road surface treatments are
expected to provide additional benefits to properties around this area. Whilst the new alignment will take the road
much closer to other properties the mitigation in this area and the location of the road within the earthworks should
reduce the impact to Minor Impacts.
There are three properties that are likely to show the greatest impact from this off line route due to their close
proximity to the road. Mitigation has been incorporated in the form of woodland planting and a hedge bank (1m tall
with planting above). A Minor to Moderate Impact is expected at these locations. This impact could be reduced by
raising the height of the earth bank, closer to 1.8 / 2m to further mitigate the road noise effect.
Mitigation features around Stockland Hill junction should offset the additional impact from increases in traffic. A
Negligible to Minor Impact is predicted at this location.
Landscape mitigation design would provide a level of mitigation at Devonshire Inn resulting in Negligible to Nochange for properties around the A30/A303 junction. The alternative ‘T’ junction arrangement is predicted to have
a slightly higher impact on nearby properties than the roundabout arrangement. The area around the junction has
been highlighted to have Hedge banks and planting to enable some mitigation of noise impact and other
environmental concerns. With the current mitigation shown it is predicted that there will be a Negligible to Minor
Impact due to this junction arrangement
With this option, additional noise from the road would impact upon Cotleigh and an area that is current hidden from
the existing A30 noise impact by the ridge. The landscaping proposals for this route include new areas of
woodland, boundary hedge banks and hedges along its length. Combining a suitable road construction to mitigate
the road noise along the length should reduce any impact shown here to Negligible to No-change.
The assessment of the route option does not show any impacts that would identify the option as
unacceptable.
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Environmental
Aspects
Ecology/Nature
Conservation

Hybrid Option addressing:
Link 1 North and South;
Links 2, 3 and 4; and
Roundabout and ‘T’ junctions at Devonshire Inn
Description of Significant Effects

Viney Option addressing:
Viney route; and
Roundabout and ‘T’ junctions at Devonshire Inn

Designated Sites
 Bat SACs - No significant impact
 CWS - No significant impact

Designated Sites
 Bat SACs - No significant impact
 CWS - No significant impact

Priority Habitats
 Hedges - Approx. 51 hedges severed. Moderate adverse impact. The hedges severed are generally of a high
quality, i.e. species rich, many with trees, many with a hedgebank, many containing ditches and mature trees.
To be mitigated by providing replacement hedges (or other tree/shrub planting).
 Very mature trees - Potentially 8 mature trees lost. No real mitigation available. Possible to compensate using
woodland/tree planting.
 Ancient Woodland – To be updated following air quality assessment. Unlikely to be significant impact.

Priority Habitats
 Hedges: Approx. 42 hedges severed. Moderate adverse impact. The severed hedges are generally of a high
to medium quality. They are mostly species-rich, all have large / thick banks. These hedges are generally more
gappy, more heavily managed and lower than those severed by hybrid option, so considered to be of lesser
quality. To be mitigated by providing replacement hedges.
 Very mature trees- Potentially 2 mature trees lost. No real mitigation available. Possible to compensate using
woodland/tree planting.
 Ancient Woodland – To be updated following air quality assessment. Unlikely to be significant impact.
Species
 Bats- Likely to be Moderate to High adverse impact due to habitat loss and severance. Incorporated
mitigation includes replacement hedges and woodland and under-road crossings. Preliminary survey being
undertaken May-Oct 2016, to verify this preliminary assessment. This option would result in the loss of
approximately 8 potential roost features (PRFs) in trees for bats. These require further survey. If bats are found
to be roosting in these then an European Protected Species Licence will be required. Mitigation will be
provided, likely in the form of bat boxes. The only potential lighting on the scheme is around the roundabout at
Devonshire Inn. Given its restricted nature, it is not expected to have a significant impact on bats.
 Dormouse- Likely to be Low to Moderate adverse impact due to habitat loss and severance. Incorporated
mitigation includes replacement hedges and woodland and under-road crossings.
 Great Crested Newt- eDNA being undertaken to determine presence. Results due June 2016.
 Otter, Water Vole & Beaver- No significant impact with mitigation to prevent pollution and severance of
watercourses.
 Badger- No significant impact with mitigation, including badger underpasses and replacement setts if
necessary.
 Reptiles- No significant impact with mitigation, including translocation and creation of unimproved grassland
and hibernacula
 Fish- No significant impact with mitigation to prevent pollution and severance of watercourses
 Barn owl- Potentially low impact due to habitat severance and vehicle collision mortality risk.
 Nesting birds-Potentially Low to Moderate impact due to disturbance from road traffic noise.
 Lichens- Lichens may be affected by adverse changes in local air quality. (Notable lichens could be present on
trees along both routes and so there is no preference of route option for lichens at this stage.)
 Invasive plants- Given that Himalayan balsam is present throughout the area. Mitigation can be undertaken to
avoid the spread of invasive plants. (There is no preference for route option.)
Confirmation is required on the differences between the junction options at Devonshire Inn

Description of Significant Effects

Species
 Bats - Likely to be Moderate to High adverse impact due to habitat loss and severance. Incorporated
mitigation includes replacement hedges and woodland and under-road crossings. Preliminary survey being
undertaken May-Oct 2016 to verify this preliminary assessment. Link 1 South would require the demolition of
several buildings. If bats are found to be roosting in these then an European Protected Species Licence (EPSL)
will be required and suitable mitigation will be provided. This option would result in the loss of approximately 4
potential roost features (PRFs) in trees for bats. These require further survey. If bats are found to be roosting in
these then an EPSL will be required. Mitigation will be provided, likely in the form of bat boxes. The only
potential lighting on the scheme is around the roundabout at Devonshire Inn. Given its restricted nature, it is not
expected to have a significant impact on bats.
 Dormouse - Likely to be Moderate adverse impact due to habitat loss and severance. Incorporated mitigation
includes replacement hedges and woodland and under-road crossings.
 Great Crested Newt - eDNA being undertaken to determine presence. Results due June 2016.
 Otter, Water Vole & Beaver - No significant impact with mitigation to prevent pollution and severance of
watercourses.
 Badger - No significant impact with mitigation, including badger underpasses and replacement setts if
necessary.
 Reptiles - No significant impact with mitigation, including translocation and creation of unimproved grassland
and hibernacula
 Fish - No significant impact with mitigation to prevent pollution and severance of watercourses
 Barn owl - Potentially Low to Moderate impact due to habitat severance and vehicle collision mortality risk.
 Nesting birds - Potentially Low to Moderate impact due to disturbance from road traffic noise.
 Lichens - Lichens may be affected by adverse changes in local air quality. (Notable lichens could be present on
trees along both routes and so there is no preference of route option for lichens at this stage.)
 Invasive plants - Given that Himalayan balsam is present throughout the area. Mitigation can be undertaken to
avoid the spread of invasive plants. (There is no preference for route option.)
Confirmation is required on the differences between Link 1 North and Link 1 South
Confirmation is required on the differences between the junction options at Devonshire Inn
The only likely significant effect may be on bats and it is considered that the habitats affected by the Hybrid Offline option are more valuable for bats than those crossed by the Viney Ridge option. Other than this, the
assessment, to date, has identified no overriding ecological constraints which would prohibit the progression of the Hybrid route option to Stage 3 assessment or construction. Overall, the Viney Ridge option is the
preferred route from an ecological perspective, with most ecological receptors being likely to be less affected by thisoption.
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Environmental
Aspects
Landscape

Hybrid Option addressing:
Link 1 North and South;
Links 2, 3 and 4; and
Roundabout and ‘T’ junctions at Devonshire Inn
Description of Significant Effects

Viney Option addressing:
Viney route; and
Roundabout and ‘T’ junctions at Devonshire Inn

Effects on the Landscape
During construction, potential direct landscape effects on some of the special qualities and key characteristics and
features of Blackdown Hills AONB would arise from route clearance, earthworks operations and activity, drainage
works including some water course alterations, the creation of attenuation ponds, road infrastructure construction
works, planting and landscape operations, temporary lighting, compounds and working areas. These activities
would occur over a 6 month period for advanced works and a further two years for the construction of the main
works.
In operation, permanent landscape effects on the landscape and special qualities of the Blackdown Hills AONB
would arise from some severance caused by new sections of road corridor, modifications to natural topography, the
introduction of artificial cuttings and embankments, safety barriers, signage, potentially some lighting at junctions,
potential urbanising effects, degradation of character or landscape/settlement enhancements, changes in
agricultural land cover and pattern, changes to tranquillity, the movement and activity of vehicles on the previous
and new road corridors (including within Monkton village), and the effects of maturing new/associated landscape
infrastructure. There are also potential effects arising from a lack of landscape management of the road soft estate
landscape given uncertainty over funding of future maintenance.
The predicted overall scheme effects on the landscape of the Blackdown Hills AONB include:
 Construction Stage – Moderate to Large adverse and significant over a localised part of the AONB.
 Operation Stage YR1 winter – Moderate to Large adverse and significant over a localised part of the AONB
(Note: level reduced to Moderate for Link 1 South and the alternative ‘T’ junction at Devonshire Inn)
 Operation Stage Y15 summer – Moderate adverse and significant (missing text?) (Note: level reduced to
Slight to Moderate for Link 1 South and the alternative ‘T’ junction at Devonshire Inn)
Visual Effects
During construction, temporary day time visual effects would be experienced in the surrounding area and by some
residents including some in close proximity and there would be some changes to the quality of views across the
valley from Dumpdon Hill, Beacon and Monkton village. Sources of change include: operations and activity
associated with clearance of land cover and vegetation along the route, earthworks operations and activity,
drainage works, road infrastructure construction works, planting and landscape operations, temporary lighting,
compounds and working areas for up to two and a half years duration.
During operation, permanent day time visual effects would arise from the scale of the new roads and, in places,
associated cuttings and embankments, from traffic on the improved A30 and side roads, together with developing
new planting and other mitigation measures and completed underbridge structures. These features and activity
would cause day time visual effects which would be experienced in the surrounding area. Changes to the extent
and nature of street lighting and the effects of car headlights would cause night time visual effects on the existing
communities of the eastern edge of Honiton, Monkton, Beacon, Upottery, Rawridge and some local residents.

Effects on the Landscape
During construction, potential direct landscape effects on some of the special qualities and key characteristics and
features of Blackdown Hills AONB would arise from site clearance, earthworks operations and activity, drainage
works including some water course alterations, the creation of attenuation ponds, road infrastructure construction
works, planting and landscape operations, temporary lighting, compounds and working areas. These activities
would occur over a 6 month period for advanced works and a further two years for the construction of the main
works.
In operation, permanent landscape effects on the landscape and special qualities of the Blackdown Hills AONB
would arise from some severance caused by new sections of road corridor, modifications to natural topography, the
introduction of artificial cuttings and embankments, safety barriers, signage, potentially some lighting at junctions,
potential urbanising effects, degradation of character or landscape/settlement enhancements, changes in
agricultural land cover and pattern, changes to tranquillity, the movement and activity of vehicles on the previous
and new road corridors (including within Monkton village), and the effects of maturing new/associated landscape
infrastructure. There are also potential effects arising from a lack of landscape management of the road soft estate
landscape given uncertainty over funding future maintenance.
The predicted overall scheme effects on the landscape of the Blackdown Hills AONB include:
 Construction Stage – Moderate Adverse and significant over a localised part of the AONB
 Operation Stage YR1 winter – Moderate Adverse and significant over a localised part of the AONB
 Operation Stage Y15 summer –Landscape effects are not considered to be significant at this stage.
Whilst there is potential for some further optimisation there is no fundamental problem which might
prevent either option being progressed from a landscape and visual perspective.
Visual Effects
During construction, temporary day time visual effects would be experienced in the surrounding area and by some
residents including some in close proximity and there would be some changes to the quality of views across the
valley from Dumpdon Hill, Beacon and Monkton village. Sources of change include: operations and activity
associated with clearance of land cover and vegetation along the route, earthworks operations and activity,
drainage works, road infrastructure construction works, planting and landscape operations, temporary lighting,
compounds and working areas for up to two and a half years duration.
During operation, permanent day time visual effects would arise from the scale of the new roads and in places
associated cuttings and embankments, from traffic on the improved A30 and side roads, together with developing
new planting and other mitigation measures and completed underbridge structures. These features and activity
would cause day time visual effects which would be experienced in the surrounding area. Changes to the extent
and nature of street lighting and the effects of car headlights would cause night time visual effects on the existing
communities of the eastern edge of Honiton, Monkton, Beacon, Upottery, Rawridge and some local residents.

The predicted overall scheme visual effects include:
 Construction Stage - Day - Large adverse and significant in visual terms over a localised area of the AONB

Description of Significant Effects

The predicted overall scheme visual effects include:
 Construction Stage - Day - Moderate to Large adverse and significant in visual terms over a localised area of
the AONB
 Operation Stage YR1 winter - Day - Large adverse and significant in visual terms over a localised area of the
 Operation Stage YR1 winter - Day - Moderate to Large adverse and significant in visual terms over a
AONB. (Note: level to be confirmed for Link 1 South and the alternative ‘T’ junction at Devonshire Inn)
localised area of the AONB. (Note: level to be confirmed for the alternative ‘T’ junction at Devonshire Inn)
 Operation Stage YR1 winter - Night - Moderate adverse and significant. (Note: level to be confirmed for Link 1  Operation Stage YR1 winter - Night - Moderate adverse and significant . (Note: level to be confirmed for the
South and the alternative ‘T’ junction at Devonshire Inn)
alternative ‘T’ junction at Devonshire Inn)
 Operation Stage Y15 summer - Day - Moderate adverse and significant visual effects in a localised part of the
 Operation Stage Y15 summer - Day - No Significant visual effects overall after weighing up adverse effects
AONB. (Note: level to be confirmed for Link 1 South and the alternative ‘T’ junction at Devonshire Inn)
and benefits
 Operation Stage Y15 summer - Night - Visual effects not significant after weighing up adverse effects and
 Operation Stage Y15 summer – Night – No Significant visual effects overall after weighing up adverse effects
benefits.
and benefits
Whilst there is potential for some further optimisation there is no fundamental problem which might prevent either option being progressed from a landscape and visual perspective.
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Environmental
Aspects
Cultural
Heritage

Hybrid Option addressing:
Link 1 North and South;
Links 2, 3 and 4; and
Roundabout and ‘T’ junctions at Devonshire Inn
Description of Significant Effects

Viney Option addressing:
Viney route; and
Roundabout and ‘T’ junctions at Devonshire Inn

Effects have been identified to cultural heritage assets; however these can be satisfactorily mitigated. In summary:
 The heritage asset of highest value which would be affected by the scheme is Dumpdon Hillfort, through
changes to its setting. The route would have no impact on the hillfort’s immediate and most important settings.
It would be present and visible within the wider Otter Valley setting that is viewed from the hillfort and which
represents a tranquil and attractive backdrop to the experience of the monument. The route would be most
visible within the part of the valley between Monkton and Underdown Covert and would represent the
introduction of a new modern feature into the wider setting, which is largely a post-medieval landscape with
very few modern elements. The wider landscape makes a limited contribution to the value of the hillfort and as
such the change affected by the proposed route would only cause a minor degree of harm to the monument’s
value. Impacts are considered to be minor with mitigation in the form of planting and grading of embankments.
The significance of effect is considered to be Moderate.
Confirmation is required that there is no discernible difference between Link 1 North and Link 1 South

Effects have been identified to cultural heritage assets; however these can be satisfactorily mitigated. In summary:
 The heritage asset of highest value which would be affected by the scheme is Dumpdon Hillfort, through
changes to its setting. The route would have no impact on the hillfort’s immediate and most important settings.
It would be present and visible within the wider Otter Valley setting that is viewed from the hillfort and which
represents a tranquil and attractive backdrop to the experience of the monument. A section may be visible
running along the plateau between Hedgend Plantation and Claypits Covert however this section would be
screened by boundary plantings. The prominent section to the south of Monkton that runs down the valley’s
eastern slopes includes an embankment nine metres in height. Views of this part of the route would however
be very restricted from the hillfort as the woodland to the south of the hillfort serves to screen views in this
direction, although the route may be more prominent during the winter. The wider landscape makes a limited
contribution to the value of the hillfort and as such the change affected by the proposed route would only cause
a minor degree of harm to the monument’s value. Impacts are considered to be Minor and mitigation proposals
in the form of planting and grading of embankments will result in a Moderate (potentially Slight) adverse
significance of effect.
This route option is considered preferable to the Hybrid option as the visibility of the scheme from the hillfort is less
than that of the Hybrid option.







Four of the heritage assets physically impacted by the route represent suspected archaeological sites of
unknown value; the remainder are post-medieval or 19th-century assets of low value. Following additional
investigation in the form of field evaluation and mitigation, most likely in the form of preservation by record, the
significance of effect on these features is considered to be slight. The proposed Outfall 5 impacts on medieval
earthwork remains associated with Monkton village. These are considered to be of medium value and following
mitigation in the form of preservation by record, impacts will result in a Slight significance of effect.
Impacts of the proposed route were identified for six Listed Buildings and four non-designated buildings. Of
these the highest valued asset is the Grade II* Listed Church of St Mary Magdalene which is of High value.
Significant effects on historic buildings varied with Large Beneficial effects through alterations to setting on
the Grade II* Listed Church of St Mary Magdalene and the Grade II Listed Monkton Village Pump by diverting
traffic away from the centre of the village. Effects on the value of other Listed Buildings through impacts to their
settings are considered to be Slight adverse.



Impacts of the proposed route were identified to four historic landscape character areas (medieval enclosures
based on strip fields; medieval enclosures and Rough ground (consisting of possible former medieval enclosed
land) all of medium value and post-medieval enclosures of low value). Of these an effect of Slight adverse
was identified, effects being reduced through proposed landscape mitigation.
Confirmation is required that there is no discernible difference between the roundabout and ‘T’ junction options at
Devonshire Inn.

Materials
Waste

and

The assessment to date has identified no overriding cultural heritage constraints which would prohibit the
progression of this route option to Stage 3 assessment or construction.
No Information at this stage.

Description of Significant Effects



Four heritage assets impacted by the scheme represent suspected archaeological sites of unknown value, the
remainder are post-medieval or 19th-century assets of Low value. Following additional investigation in the form
of field evaluation and mitigation, most likely in the form of preservation by record, the significance of effect on
these features is considered to be Slight adverse.

Impacts to five Listed Buildings and one non-designated building as a result of construction and operation of
the proposed route were identified. Of these the highest valued asset is the Grade II* Listed Church of St Mary
Magdalene which is of High value. Effects on historic buildings varied with Large beneficial effects through
alterations to setting of the Grade II* Listed Church of St Mary Magdalene and the Grade II Listed Monkton
Village Pump, and a Slight beneficial effect on the Grade II Listed Ford Bridge. Effects on the value of other
Listed Buildings through impacts to their settings are considered to be Slight adverse.
The Large beneficial effect to the setting of Church of St Mary Magdalene and Monkton Village Pump, as well as
the historic village itself, would be greater than the beneficial effect resulting from the Hybrid Option due to the
increased distance of the route from the core of the village, thus further reducing visual and noise impacts from the
new route.
 Impacts of the proposed route were identified to two historic landscape character areas, medieval enclosures
and post-medieval enclosures, of medium and low value respectively. Where the route runs to the south of
Monkton, down the valley’s eastern slopes it traverses an area of medieval enclosures based on strip fields. It
severs this historic landscape type in two and the addition of a swath of native broadleaved woodland on the
9m embankment slopes serves to alter this historic landscape type considerably by introducing a new
woodland feature, however this is limited to one section of the route, therefore, following landscape mitigation
the significance of effect is considered to be Slight adverse.
The route follows existing carriageways and woodland belts more effectively that the Hybrid route, therefore having
a less significant effect on the historic landscape character of the area.
Confirmation is required that there is no discernible difference between the roundabout and ‘T’ junction options at
Devonshire Inn.
The assessment to date has identified no overriding cultural heritage constraints which would prohibit the
progression of this route option to Stage 3 assessment or construction.
No information at this stage
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Environmental
Aspects
Water
Environment

People
&
Communities

Hybrid Option addressing:
Link 1 North and South;
Links 2, 3 and 4; and
Roundabout and ‘T’ junctions at Devonshire Inn
Description of Significant Effects

Viney Option addressing:
Viney route; and
Roundabout and ‘T’ junctions at Devonshire Inn

General
Confirmation is required that there is no discernible difference between Link 1 North and Link 1 South and between
the junction options at Devonshire Inn.
Flood risk
No Information at this stage.
Water Quality
No Information at this stage.
Hydrology
At this stage of the assessment, it is considered that there are no Significant effects on the local hydrological
receptors, as a result of the proposed scheme.
Hydrogeology
There will be a requirement to perform individual, site specific assessments and monitoring of selected
groundwater sources (private water supplies) in order to determine the level of impact posed and potential
mitigation options. At this stage of the assessment, it is expected that subsequent to mitigation measures there
would be no Significant effects on the local hydrogeological receptors, as a result of the proposed scheme.
It is considered that there are no fundamental problems to prevent this option progressing.
Direct Effect on Property
The Link 1 North option has moderate to high significant adverse effects on properties, with blight to two
properties, whilst the Link 1 South option has high significant adverse effects requiring the demolition of two
residential properties, blight to two further properties and loss of one or two businesses.
Confirmation is required regarding the scale of effects and that there is no discernible difference between the
junction options at Devonshire Inn.
The route would have a beneficial effect on:
 Journey Length with a reduction in journey times for through and local traffic
 Amenity with improved safety/ perception of safety through Monkton for pedestrians and cyclists
 Amenity with improved business environment for Monkton businesses due to less noise /distraction from
through traffic. There is also greater opportunity for customers to appreciate the Otter Valley and historic
church in Monkton.
 Amenity with improved opportunities for travellers to appreciate the designated landscape and views out
across the Otter valley.
 Driver stress due to improved carriageway standard, fewer junctions and better visibility.
 Historic severance issues for Monkton Village residents with a reduction in traffic volumes facilitating
crossing of the A30 in the village centre.
The route would have an adverse effect on:
 Amenity during the construction phase due to noise and disturbance to the community. The Parish of
Monkton in particular
 Amenity with loss of amenity for farms and properties brought within 10m proximity of new A30 due to
visual and noise.
 Severance of commercial businesses currently online of the existing A30 that benefit from passing trade.
 Severance of minor roads, farm and property accesses and a school bus route (unconfirmed)
 Severance of farms with 10.19 ha of land that is no longer possible to access from the original farm. This
also includes areas that are too small or irregular field areas that are not suitable for modern agriculture.
 Severance of footpaths
 Land use with the loss of 34.37 ha of grade 2, 3 and 4 agricultural land (grade 2 (0.64ha), grade 3
(21.17ha) and grade 4 (12.56ha)).
 Individual farm businesses – 10 farm holdings are affected, 6 small holdings and 6 areas of land farmed as
off lying ground. (Large adverse)

General
Confirmation is required that there is no discernible difference between the junction options at Devonshire Inn.

Description of Significant Effects

Flood risk
No Information at this stage.
Water Quality
No Information at this stage.
Hydrology
At this stage of the assessment, it is considered that there are no Significant effects on the local hydrological
receptors, as a result of the proposed scheme.
Hydrogeology
There will be a requirement to perform individual, site specific assessments and monitoring of selected
groundwater sources (private water supplies) in order to determine the level of impact posed and potential
mitigation options. At this stage of the assessment, it is expected that subsequent to mitigation measures there
would be no Significant effects on the local hydrogeological receptors, as a result of the proposed scheme.
It is considered that there are no fundamental problems to prevent this option progressing.
Direct Effect on Property
This option would result in blight to two properties.

Confirmation is required regarding the scale of effects and that there is no discernible difference between the
junction options at Devonshire Inn.
The route would have a beneficial effect on:
 Journey Length with a reduction in journey times for through and local traffic
 Amenity with improved safety/ perception of safety through Monkton for pedestrians and cyclists
 Amenity with improved business environment for Monkton businesses due to less noise /distraction from
through traffic. There is also greater opportunity for customers to appreciate the Otter Valley and historic
church in Monkton.
 Amenity with improved opportunities for travellers to appreciate the designated landscape and views out
across the Otter valley.
 Driver stress due to improved carriageway standard, fewer junctions and better visibility.
 Historic severance issues for Monkton Village residents with a reduction in traffic volumes facilitating
crossing of the A30 in the village centre.
The route would have an adverse effect on:
 Amenity during the construction phase due to noise and disturbance to the community. The Parishes of
Monkton and Cotleigh in particular.
 Amenity with loss of amenity for farms and properties brought within 10m proximity of new A30 due to
visual and noise.
 The Parish of Cotleigh amenity during the operation phase due to increase in noise and loss of tranquillity
in particular for properties along Old Chard Road.
 Severance of commercial businesses currently online of the existing A30 that benefit from passing trade.
 Severance of minor roads, farm and property accesses and a school bus route (unconfirmed)
 Severance of farms with 19.70 ha of land that are no longer possible to access from the original farm.
These are parcels where access is no longer possible from the original farm. Also includes areas that are
too small or irregular field areas that are not suitable for modern agriculture.
 Land use with the loss of 35.43 ha of grade 2, 3 and 4 agricultural land (grade 2 (4.86ha), grade 3
(14.66ha) and grade 4 (15.91ha))
 Telephone Exchange with possible need for demolition
 Individual farm businesses with 9 farm holdings being affected (Large adverse).
The Hybrid option affects more land owners but on a smaller scale. The Viney ridge route affects fewer land owners but has more significant impacts for each of those landowners and has the potential to make 1 or 2
farms unviable
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Appendix D: Preliminary /Potential Compensation and Enhancement Approaches Measures
Generic Approach

Commentary

Advance Support for
AONB Project Activity

New As an early and initial commitment to supporting landscape-scale enhancement work within the AONB,
facilitate the development and implementation of new projects which are, currently, being investigated /
proposed by the AONB Team, specifically through the allocation of a match-funding contribution by DCC.
By way of example, for a proposed project which is intended to address water quality issues in the Otter
Catchment, which is being explored in collaboration with the East Devon Catchment Partnership.
Scheme
Corridor
Advisory As a precursor to other proposed enhancement measures, commission relevant farm conservation advisors
Project
to undertake visits to land owners and managers within the general vicinity of the scheme corridor in order to
identify enhancement opportunities and provide positive land management advice. This work could be
targeted towards specific areas to where particular conservation objectives might be achieved, or whether
there is a cluster of interested land owners / managers. Work undertaken in collaboration with the AONB /
Catchment Partnership.
Management and Enhancement Assessment of land already in relevant public ownership within the general scheme corridor, especially land
Measures on Available Publicly parcels already in the ownership of Highways England, DCC, East Devon District Council or Parish Councils
Owned Land
to identify opportunities for appropriate management or enhancement measures, including streetscape
enhancement.
Tactical Land Purchase for As the market allows, acquire blocks of land in the general vicinity of the scheme (or, if necessary, more
Enhancement
(i.e: targeted remotely) in order to manage and enhance existing wildlife habitat, landscape or heritage features, or to
land purchase beyond areas establish new wildlife habitats and landscape interests.
subject to CPO)
A30 Enhancement Fund

Investment into a fund to be managed by the Blackdown Hills AONB Partnership / Team to provide financial
incentives / support to land owners for the creation, maintenance or enhancement of wildlife, landscape or
cultural interests on private land. This could include habitat and woodland creation, provision of screening,
creation of Devon hedge banks, repairs to the fabric of historic buildings/structures etc. The main delivery
instrument would be Management Agreements under S.39 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act.
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Topic-Related Proposals
Habitat
Creation
Management

Approach and Purpose

and Creation of a new and improved management of existing wildlife habitats on acquired land or through
management agreements with private landowners, with a particular focus on broadleaved woodland,
wetlands and unimproved grasslands. Specific opportunities for new woodland creation, beyond that
proposed for essential mitigation, in the vicinity of the scheme corridor, especially linking with existing
woodland areas on the scarp slope of Rawridge Hill.
Landscape Character and Visual Where possible in the immediate scheme corridor, or in targeted locations more remotely, strengthen landscape
Integration
features which contribute to the special characteristics of the AONB and aid visual integration into the wider receiving
landscape , to include hedge reinstatement/planting, broadleaf woodland and copses, reinforcing vegetation and field
pattern.
Streetscape Enhancements
Contribution/package of measures to improve and restore the Streetscape in consultation with residents
within Monkton at the time of A30 traffic being diverted away from the village.
Existing
Street
Lighting Contribution to an upgrade of street lighting/ adjusted scheme at targeted locations along the A30/A303 to
Enhancements
reduce light pollution whilst increasing efficiency.
CommunityAccess
and Access improvements for area roads onto the A30. Improve routes across the A30 and facilities for cyclists,
Agricultural Land
pedestrians and equestrians. Exact detail of final route should aim to leave viable land areas.
Water Environment
Enlarge proposed Sustainable Drainage Systems beyond that required for essential mitigation to create a
broader complex of wetland habitats and to provide opportunities for enhancement of the aesthetic value of
the scheme, local ecology and water quality. Beyond this, use of management agreements to implement
‘Catchment Sensitive Farming’ measures which contribute to broader water quality improvements.
Noise
Provide natural noise attenuation by integrating these into ecological and landscape enhancements.
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